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My stance does not depend on antibodies or genomics at all. In fact, viruses were discovered and
seen 41 years before they were ever sequenced. Viruses can be identified via morphology alone.
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Was this article written entirely by YOU or not:
https://neosante.eu/newsletter/jeffgreen/Jeff_Green_ARTICLE_Neosante_134_EV_2.pdf ....??
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The article is written by Catherine Courson and is a summary of my work.
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Rod Knoll Writes Longtime Dissident 5 hrs ago

"My stance does not depend on antibodies or genomics at all...."

I'm so sorry to have to ask you this once again, and please forgive me for being
confused by your comments. However, your comments have compelled me to ask you
the following:

Is EVERYTHING that is written in this article:
https://neosante.eu/newsletter/jeffgreen/Jeff_Green_ARTICLE_Neosante_134_EV_2.pd
f an ACCURATE and CURRENT reflection of your CURRENT theories or NOT??!!
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While the article captures much of the essence of my work, it is not a complete
representation. Also, due to the constraints of the magazine format, and the
writer's own understanding, certain nuances are not fully conveyed. For that, one
can read my book 'The Age of Deception' which is available from my website, as
well as my many other articles, both on my website and on Substack.
www.virusesarenotcontagious.com.

Which comments specifically are causing confusion? Regarding the quote you
mentioned, I was highlighting the point that demonstrating the existence of viruses
does not depend on the presence of antibodies or genomics. It can rely solely on
the examination of the morphology of viruses via EM, which has been a traditional
method employed long before the sequencing of viruses became feasible.
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Rod Knoll Writes Longtime Dissident 3  hrs ago · edited 3 hrs ago

Since it is still not obvious to you, I am particularly focused on certain sections of that article at this 
link: https://neosante.eu/newsletter/jeffgreen/Jeff_Green_ARTICLE_Neosante_134_EV_2.pdf which 
was written ONLY 3 MONTHS AGO! While there may be MANY sections THROUGOUT the article that 
now may appear inconsistent with your claims you are making in these comments, the sections that 
the writer has designated with the following subtitles: "The consistency of a well-tempered viral 
process", also "Controlled production of viruses, driven by the cell's genome" and "The virus-antibody 
tandem" are of particular interest in this exchange we are having.

These appear to be rather HUGE, significant aspects that are difficult to sweep away using the excuse
of "the writer's own understanding" preventing "certain nuances" from being "fully conveyed"!! Are you 
now denouncing everything the author wrote in THOSE SECTIONS??!! If not everything, then what 
"nuances" is the author lacking in THOSE sections...?? Do you now consider THOSE SECTIONS to be 
inaccurate reflections of your theories?? If yes, how are they now inaccurate...???
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Jeff Green Writes Jeff Green Articles/Newsletter 3  hrs ago

No, I am not denouncing anything at all. All of those aspects you referred to accurately reflect my
work. You are definitely implying a lot. I simply suggested that the article in question is limited in 
length and is not as comprehensive as my book is. As I stated, it captures the essence of my 
work. If you wish to understand my beliefs precisely, then read directly from the source—my own 
writings.

Do you have a specific question to ask?
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You would have benefited more by asking me directly about the intended
meaning of my statement rather than making hostile assumptions. My
position on proving the existence of viruses does not rely on antibodies or
genomics. I have already clarified this in a previous comment.
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Rod Knoll Writes Longtime Dissident 3 hrs ago · edited 3 hrs ago Liked by dpl

Dude, you LITERALLY wrote above JUST YESTERDAY that your "...stance does not depend on
antibodies or genomics at all...."!!

This article which you now appear to be BACKTRACKING contains LARGE sections DEVOTED to
summaries of YOUR theories surrounding...wait for it....GENOMICS AND ANTIBODIES and what you
apparently claim is their "involvement" in "generating" and/or "regulating" so-called "viruses"!! This
SHOULD be OBVIOUS to anyone who does NOT have reading comprehension ISSUES!! Now, again, I
am asking you for the last time, here. Which do you now consider inaccurate: your statement from
JUST YESTERDAY or the article written by some other author from three months ago...???!!!

Furthermore, have you managed to publish ANYTHING AT ALL in the **PEER-REVIEWED** biomedical
literature --EVEN just a "review" paper-- of your theories on "viruses"...??? If yes, please provide THAT
reference or those references....
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dpl 3 hrs ago Author

I rarely block people in my comments but this troll will get the boot very soon. He is either an
obvious troll or severely cognitively impaired.
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Rod Knoll Writes Longtime Dissident 3 hrs ago Liked by dpl

It's your venue, DPL, so, of course, you can decide how to handle him. However, IMHO, if he is
not a PAID subscriber, I would have blocked him A LONG TIME AGO!!
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dpl 3 hrs ago Author

I have no paid subs 😁

And I've just pulled the trigger. He can go spam other people's post with rubbish.

I like debate but obvious trolling to mislead people will not help others to understand.

It's also clear from what you manage to show that he is disingenuous.
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Ok, sounds good to me DPL. At any rate, FWIW and IMHO, next time, I would seriously 
suggest that you not wait so damn long!! Especially if no one is paying for your substack... It
DOES become a waste of time and energy! With that in mind, here is what I wasted my time 
and energy composing as my final reply to this A-HOLE:

"With all due respect, I assure you that:

1. I WAS DIRECT in EVERYTHING I've asked you!

2. I seriously doubt that ANYONE has benefited from your posts here and

3. It should be obvious that you have NOT answered my questions

Finally, I also assure you that you have clarified NOTHING with respect to your wholly 
unsubstantiated claims about so-called 'viruses' being generated by purported 'genomic 
material' and regulated by so-called 'antibodies'. Now, for the final time I am asking you 
QUITE DIRECTLY: are you going to provide at long last any REFERENCES --either your OWN 
references or those of others- from the **SCIENTIFIC LITERATURE** with which you have 
ALREADY claimed you are familiar....or are you ASKING DPL to BLOCK YOU...??!!"

END OF EXCHANGE WITH JEFF GREEN!
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Hours later, there was an attempt by Rod Knoll and 'dpl' to delete evidence of comments.
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